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 Multicultural Craft Resources 

   Lyra Colour Giant Pencils   
   112693   Skin Tones 12pk .........................     $15.95 

 

  A chunky colouring pencil with hexagonal shape and 
10mm diameter. Extra strong colour thanks to highly 
pigmented, extra thick break-resistant lead (6.25mm). 
The colours are smudge proof and waterproof. Set 
includes varying skin tones.      Age: 3+ yrs 

  

   Large Oil Pastels 

  
   112655   Assorted Skin Tones 12pk  .............     $5.95 

 

  A set of 12 non-toxic, highly pigmented oil pastels that 
have vivid colours and glide on smoothly with excellent 
coverage. Each pastel is wrapped to keep little hands 
clean and their large size helps apply colour faster.     
 Age: 3+ yrs 

   Poster Colours Paint Blocks Thick Set   
    111922   Earth (includes Palette) 6pk  .........     $10.95 
   111924   Refill Earth 6pk  ............................     $7.50 

 

  Long lasting poster colour paint is both easy to use and 
to store, making it an ideal option for classrooms. Just 
add water! These paints are easy to clean up and will 
not result in any wastage. Colours are intermixable and 
refillable.   Size: 44 x 16mm    

   EC Liquicryl People Paint 500ml   
   112021A   Peach  .........................................     $8.50 
   112021B   Mahogany  ..................................     $8.50 
   112021C   Olive  ..........................................     $8.50 
   112021D   Ebony  .........................................     $8.50 
   112021U   Set of 4  .....................................     $31.95 

 

  Liquicryl is a versatile acrylic matt, water based, gluten & 
wheat free paint. Used for general art and craft creations 
as well as fabric (non permanent), models, puppets 
and paper-mache. Flesh Tone paint is ideal for painting 
different skin colours.       

   EC Liquicryl People Paint 2L   
   112235   Peach  .......................................     $17.95 
   112235A   Olive  ........................................     $17.95 
   112235B   Mahogany  ................................     $17.95 
   112235C   Ebony  .......................................     $17.95 
   112235T   Set of 4  .....................................     $67.95 

 

  Ideal for painting models, puppets, paper mache, for 
Kindergarten/Day care use. Flesh tone paint is ideal for 
painting different skin colours.       

   Paint Dotters White (Cotton Filters) 

  
    111255   12.5cm 100pk  ..........................     $11.95 

 

  These cotton filters are ideal for creating patterned 
masterpieces such as dot paintings. Simply dip in paint 
and dab onto your art surface. Fray the edges and 
create wonderful designs. Alternatively use for lots of 
craft activities such as clouds, beards, clothing, hair. 
Limited only to your own creative imagination.     

   Cotton Swab Jumbo 
     152018   18cm 20pk  .....................................     $2.95 

 
  Jumbo cotton swab paint applicator, 18cm in length with 
single ended tip which are great for dot paintings.       

   Printed Pattern Paper A4 40pk 
     111864   Indigenous Themed  ....................     $24.95 

 
  Inspired by Indigenous art and textures, the pack includes 
8 assorted designs.     

   Australiana Borders   
   139217   90 x 7.5cm 12pk  ......................     $13.95 

   Indigenous Dreamtime Borders   
   114798G   1m x 8cm 10pk  .........................     $18.50 

  Paint Dotters White (Cotton Filters) 

 A selection of brightly coloured borders that are 
suitable for classroom displays, starting points for 

art projects & ideal for poster boards. 
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   Scratch Paper Shapes 

     113017   Boomerangs 30pk  ......................     $24.95 

 

  Simply scratch back lines with the 30 scratch tools 
provided to reveal multi colours underneath the Black 
coating. Allow children to create their own designs on 
their boomerangs.   Size: 290 x 140mm    

 Black coating over a bright dazzling rainbow 
coloured acetate. Scratch in wonderful patterns 

or pictures. 

   Cardboard Boomerang 
     111840   60pk  ........................................     $12.95 

 
  Made from quality 250gsm pasteboard. Decorate with 
unique designs and patterns.   Size: 130 to 260mm    

   Make Your Own Wooden Boomerang 
     138532   10pk  ........................................     $17.95 

 
  Decorate your own timber boomerang in traditional style.  
 Size: Approx. 240mm    

   Calico Flags & Dowel Flag Pole Set   
   111933T   30pk  ....................................................................................    $89.95 
   Create your own flag! Set of 30 calico flags and dowel poles.       

   Scratch Paper Shapes 

      113023   Australian Animals 30pk  .............     $16.50 

 

  Six assorted shapes containing five of each animal. 
Scratch in a design and hang as a decoration. Shapes 
include Kangaroo, Emu, Fish, Turtle and Goanna. 
Contains 30 scratch tools.  Size: 80 - 120mm    

unique designs and patterns.   Size: 130 to 260mm    

   Chinese Pen Brushes 

     113156   3pk  ............................................     $2.75 

 

  3 assorted brushes ideal for Chinese or Japanese 
painting and writing. Brushes are approximately 210 
to 220mm from bottom to tip. Brush tip length is 20 to 
30mm.      Age: 3+ yrs 

   Calico Flags   
   111910   10pk  ....................................................................................    $22.95 
      Size: 300 x 430mm    

   A3 Face Pack 

     111867   40pk  ....................................................................................    $24.95 

 

  A fantastic pack of realistic face pieces in eight designs of varying shapes, colours, sizes 
and showing different emotions. Great to use in artwork, learning the different facial 
parts or a good way to talk about multicultural and emotional differences. Pack includes 
eyes, ears, noses, mouths etc.       

   Multicultural Coloured Paper Shapes 50pk   
    112523   People 270 x 170mm ...................     $9.50 
   112523A   Face 170 x 130mm  .....................     $9.50 
   112523B   Hand 125 x 115mm  ....................     $9.50 
   Ideal for multicultural activities using skin coloured paper.       

   Dowel Rod 6mm x 900mm   
   111933   30pk  ....................................................................................    $31.95 

Contains 30 scratch tools.  Size: 80 - 120mm    

 ....................................................................................  $22.95   $22.95 

  A3 Face Pack 
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 Culturally Inspired Music 

   Auris Stir Xylophone Drum   
    113788   Classic 11 x 14.5cmH  ................     $49.95 
    113789   Melody 11 x 14.5cmH  ...............     $49.95 
    113789T   Set of 2  .....................................     $94.95 

 

 Made in Jarna, Sweden, these are beautiful handmade 
wooden affordable musical instruments. Using a simple 
circular hand movement with a mallet you can create 
melodic sounds with this wooden stir drum. This action 
stimulates the cooperation between hand and ear on 
a basic level. Stir drums can be played also with a 
wooden or glass ball.    Age: 3+ yrs 

  

   Natural Instrument       136704   Natural Xylophone  .................................................................    $21.95 
      Size: 30.5 x 12.5 x 9cmH   Age: 3+ yrs 

    136712   Coconut Maracas  ....................................................................    $8.95 
      Size: 23cm   Age: 3+ yrs 

    136713   Bamboo Xylophone  ................................................................    $21.95 
      Size: 21 x 14 x 9cmH   Age: 3+ yrs 

    136714   Nut Kenari  .............................................................................     $9.95 
      Size: 25cm   Age: 3+ yrs 
    136714T   Set of 4  ................................................................................     $56.95 
         Age: 3+ yrs 

  Natural Instrument 

     Size: 23cm   Age: 3+ yrs 

   136714   Nut Kenari   $9.95 

Natural Instruments
 A marvellous range of musical instruments. All made from natural products, such as bamboo, nuts and seed pods. Rhythm, 
beats and vibrations are created by shaking the instruments. Music is known to have a profound positive impact on early brain 
development and even the youngest children can benefit from the sounds created by these naturally crafted pieces. 

Classic Drum Melody Drum
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   Multicultural Djembe Drum 
     133843   25cm .........................................    $54.95 

 

  Encourage cultural diversity. Children will love exploring 
sound and rhythms. Ideal for encouraging listening skills, 
diversity and group participation.     Age: 3+ yrs 
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   Multicultural Maraca 
     133844   24cm .........................................    $19.95 

 

  Simple, beautifully painted coconut maraca filled with 
tiny pieces of stone. Creates a natural engaging maraca 
sound that will delight children of all ages.      Age: 3+ yrs 

   Multicultural Bamboo Rain Stick 
      133845   40cm .........................................    $19.95 

 

  By tipping the rain stick slowly, pebbles run through the 
cylinder resulting in the sound of falling rain. Beautifully 
crafted from Bamboo. Designs may vary.     Age: 3+ yrs 

   Multicultural Egg Shaker Basket 

  
   129997   Set of 12  ..................................    $114.95 

 

  A dozen mixed sized egg shakers in a mini bamboo 
basket. Hollowed mahogany, Balinese inspired 
decorated using safe water soluble acrylics. Ideal for 
use in group play. Basket includes: 4 x Mini (5cm), 5 
x Medium (7cm), 2 x Large (9cm) and 1 x Extra Large 
(12cm). Designs may vary.   Size: 5 to 12cm   Age: 3+ yrs 

   World Music Instruments Basket 

  
   110865   Medium 23pcs  ........................     $429.95 

 

  This collection of musical instruments from around the 
world are all made by hand from natural materials and 
all are designed to stimulate the senses. Set includes 23 
instruments and an expertly written 16 page guide is 
included.       

   Original Didgeridoo CD 

  
    138375   Sounds Of The Wind  ...................     $19.95 

 

  6 full length songs on CD from Michael Connolly (Mundi-
gutta Kulliwarri) playing original tracks on the Didgeridoo. 
Providing an Aboriginal perspective, allowing non-
Aboriginal children the opportunity to appreciate and 
explore Aboriginal culture at a very young age.       

   Multicultural Music 
     133845T   Set of 4  ....................................    $199.95 

 

  Set of 4 multicultural musical instruments, including a 
25cm Djembe Drum, Maraca, 40cm Bamboo Rain stick 
and set of 12 egg shakers in a basket.      Age: 3+ yrs 
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 Culturally Inspired Music  Culturally Inspired Music 

   137089   Caxixi Large  ..............................     $23.95 
      Size: 21 x 7.5cm    

    137090   Caxixi Small  ..............................     $17.95 
      Size: 7.5 x 13cmH    

   Wooden Musical Spoons 

  
    137131    .................................................    $16.95 

 

  Traditionally played by the Irish and introduced to 
Australia with the convicts, playing the spoons is 
quintessentially Aussie Bush music. This wooden version 
is an essential addition to any music kit, embedding 
cultural practices into curriculum resources. When struck 
together, the spoons can be played by tapping against 
your hand or leg.   Size: 25cm    

   Wooden Shakers with Mini Handle 
      137132   2pcs  .........................................    $21.95 

 

  These wooden maraca shakers are the perfect size for 
younger children who can hold the handle, or top of 
the maraca to create soft percussion music.   Size: 12cm    

   Natural Multicultural Instrument   
   137088   Caxixi Cup Large  ........................    $23.95 
      Size: 16 x 8 x 15cmH    

the maraca to create soft percussion music.   Size: 12cm    

  Natural Multicultural Instrument 

   137091   Caxixi Rattle Pair  .......................     $17.95 
      Size: 7.5 x 4.5cmH    

   Mini Sleigh Shaker 

      137167   15 Bells  ....................................     $24.95 

 

  Beautifully crafted with a pleasant sound, this easy to 
grip mini Sleigh Shaker encourages children to shake 
their arms while they improve their dexterity and co-
ordination.   Size: 17cm    

   Wooden Hand Tambourine 

  
   137092   30cm .........................................    $17.95 

 

  Perfect for small hands this tambourine is inviting for 
musical play. It Increases hand strength and enhances 
cause and effect between body movements and sounds. 
Tambourines are an effective sound for transition times. A 
more active musical instrument.      

    137166   16cm ........................................     $22.95 

 

  Tambourines have been in existence since ancient 
times in Greece, Rome, India and The Middle East. 
Experience creating your own music with this easy to 
hold tambourine with 4 sets of bells.       

 A caxixi is a percussion instrument consisting of a woven closed basket with small particles (seeds or 
rocks). The round bottom is traditionally cut from a dried gourd or coconut. The caxixi creates sounds 
from vibrations, like the maraca, it is sounded by shaking. Variations in sound are produced by varying 
the angle at which the caxixi is shaken, determining whether the contents strike the reed basket (softer 

sound) or the hard bottom (louder, sharper sound). 
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   Hand Carved Bongo Drum 

  

   137094   20cm ........................................     $29.95 

 

  Drum up some play time fun with one of these animal skin 
drums. Perfect for a Drum Circle. Sit in a circle with drums 
of various sizes and a few percussion instruments. A lead 
drummer sets the beat and others join in and follow. A 
band leader then uses hand signals to either indicate 
to beat softly or louder or stop all together and start off 
with a new beat. Excellent resource for group activities, 
effective learning and social emotional skills.       

   Wooden Tongue Drum 

  
   137095   31.5cm ...........................................................................................................................     $49.95 

 

  A tongue or slit drum is a hollow percussion instrument. In spite of the name, it is not a true drum but an idiophone, 
usually carved or constructed from bamboo or wood into a box with one or more slits in the top. Most slit drums have 
one slit, though two and three slits (cut into the shape of an “H”) occur. If the resultant tongues are different width or 
thicknesses, the drum will produce two different pitches. It is used throughout Africa, Asia and Oceania. In Africa such 
drums, strategically situated for optimal acoustic transmission (e.g., along a river or valley), have been used for long-
distance communication.       

  Hand Carved Bongo Drum 

  Wooden Tongue Drum 

SET OF 14 SET OF 8

   Xylophone       137093   8 Bar  ........................................     $32.95 
      Size: 15 x 18 x 3cmH    

    137130   15 Bar  ......................................     $43.95 

 

  Each bar of these high quality Xylophone’s are an 
idiophone tuned to a pitch of the musical scale. Each 
is tested to ensure the enjoyment of the sound created 
when it is played and find it to be melodic. This is a 
fabulous cue sound for fairies and imaginative play.  
 Size: 27.5 x 24 x 3.5cmH    

   Bamboo Xylophone 

  

    137168   7 Bar  .........................................    $31.95 

 

  Constructed almost entirely from Bamboo, this natural 
Xylophone has 7 sound pipes, each with a hole carved 
to produce its distinct sound and pitch. Can be used 
inside or outside, this Xylophone produces an amazing 
sound and comes with 2 wooden beaters with rubber 
ends. Due to the unique natural components of the 
product, they may vary in size.   Size: 36 x 28 x 8cmH  
 Age: 3+ yrs 

   Natural Instrument Set A   
    137095U   14pcs  ...........................................................................................................................     $349.95 

 

  A superb collection of 14 high quality natural instruments in this set will get everybody moving. Consisting of 4 various 
Caxixi shakers, 3 xylophones, 2 wooden hand tambourines, 2 shakers, a Bongo drum, a wooden tongue drum and 
wooden musical spoons. All items are also available separately.   Age: 3+ yrs 

  

   Natural Instrument Set B 

     137095T   8pcs  .......................................    $199.95 

 

  Consisting of 4 Caxixi shakers in different sizes, a 
wooden hand tambourine, an 8 bar xylophone, a hand-
carved Bongo drum and a wooden tongue drum. All 
items are also available separately.       
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 Indigenous Styled Mats & Cushions 

   Recycled Runner Mat Aboriginal Design 
     146510   “Emu & Kangaroo Tracks”.  .....................................................     $59.95 

 

  This beautifully designed runner by De Greer Yindimincarlie titled ‘Emu & Kangaroo 
Tracks’ represents Kangaroo tracks heading east, emu tracks heading west and 3 
campsites in the centre.   Size: 2.7 x 0.8m    

   Recycled Small Mat Aboriginal Design   
    146522   “Gatherings” Black/White  ..........     $89.95 
    146518   “Gatherings” Black/Orange  ........     $84.95 

 

  The title of this mat is ‘Gatherings’ and it’s about 
coming together to yarn and have time together. 
There are many Aboriginal symbols in this mat 
including men sitting around campsites, digging 
sticks, spears, boomerangs and coolamons.  
 Size: 1.8 x 1.8m    

   146514   “Turtle Journey” Blue/White  ......     $109.95 

 

  Designed by Helen Price of Darumabl Country in 
Queensland “Turtle Journey”. The meaning of “Turtle 
Journey” is the turtle travels home from hundreds of miles 
away. It never forgets where it came from and nothing 
will keep it from coming home.   Size: 2.7 x 1.8m    

Made from recycled shopping bags

 These double-sided mats are designed using Indigenous symbols, the symbols 
are used as a form of communication, a way to tell a story, instruction or 
direction. The versatility, light weight durability of the recycled polypropylene 
play mats are only enhanced by how easy they are to keep clean. Simply 
vacuum up the spills, give the mat a quick wash with soapy water, then toss 
over the line to dry. Great for use outdoors, however do not leave in direct 
sunlight or rain full time due to UV exposure. Store clean and dry. 

Aboriginal Designed Recycled Mats

Small Mat 

Medium Mat

Runner Mat 

   Recycled Medium Mat Aboriginal Design   
   146511   “Tracks” Red/Cream  ................     $109.95 
   146511A   “Tracks” Yellow/Black  ..............     $109.95  

  This beautifully designed mat by De Greer 
Yindimincarlie titled ‘Tracks’ represents 6 campsites, 
4 surrounded by 2 warriors and 2 women and the 
2 centre campsites surrounded by 4 men with a pair 
of kangaroo tracks on the edge of the campsite.  
 Size: 2.7 x 1.8m    
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 Indigenous Styled Mats & Cushions 

   Recycled Large Mat Aboriginal Design 

     146512   “Journeys” Red/Cream  .............     $129.95 

 

  This beautifully designed mat by De Greer Yindimincarlie 
titled ‘Journey’s’ represents 9 campsites, 8 surrounded by 
4 men and the centre campsite surrounded by 8 men.  
 Size: 2.7 x 2.7m    

   146516   “Yarning Circle” Orange/Black  .     $129.95 

 

  Beautifully designed large mat by De Greer Yindimincarlie 
titled ‘The Yarning Circle’ represents a variety of different 
indigenous symbols including men, campsite, Coolamon, 
child, boomerang, warrior, emu tracks, kangaroo tracks 
and digging sticks.   Size: 2.7 x 2.7m    

   146521   “Circle Time” Bronze/White  ......     $149.95 

 

  This piece depicts a learning circle and represents a 
holistic approach to teaching and acquiring knowledge 
within the Murri community.   Size: 3 x 3m    

   Outdoor Aboriginal Design Cushion   
   146540A   Turtle Journey  .........................................................................     $64.95 
   146541A   Water Dreaming  ....................................................................     $64.95 
    146542A   Family  ..................................................................................     $64.95 
   146542T   Set of 3  ...............................................................................     $184.95 

 
  Set of 3 stunning cushions featuring striking indigenous designs. The covers are made in 
Australia from 100% polyester.  Size: 50 x 50cm    

Large Mat

   146527   “Campfire” Black/Orange/White  ..     $169.95 

 

  Campfires were not only a source of warmth and for 
cooking, they also were a point of gathering. ‘Campfire’ 
is a bold piece that symbolises a meeting place on 
country/land, and represents a gathering of a tribe to 
reconnect and share dreaming stories.   Size: 3m    

   Recycled Large Mat Torres Strait Island 
Design 

  

    146528A   “Turtle Circle” Blue/Green  ........     $139.95 

 

  Waru, the turtle is a significant part of the life and culture 
of Torres Strait Islander communities and Aboriginal 
communities in the Far North of Australia. The Green 
Sea Turtle not only provides food to the people, but as 
a symbol, it is a demonstration of the continued and 
ongoing cultural, spiritual and economic relationship 
between people and the ocean. Waru is our past, our 
present and our future.   Size: 2.7 x 2.7m    

 Made in Australia from 100% polyester and designed by Indigenous artists from QLD and NT, these fabulous attention grabbing 
cushions are easy-care and perfect for your indoor or outdoor settings. Pair this stunning cushion with a recycled Chindi rug or 
recycled mat to create a cosy reading corner or relaxing space. Every cushion cover is machine washable, making it ideal for 
daily use. 

 Outdoor Aboriginal Design Cushion 

  Outdoor Aboriginal Design Cushion 

   Recycled Large Mat Aboriginal Design 

  
    146526   “Reconciliation” Brown/Black/White      $169.95 

 

  “Reconciliation” is a piece that symbolises partnerships 
and working together to create positive change. The 
inner concentric circles and outer circles represent 
community and organisations, with the layered dot work 
symbolising people coming together.   Size: 3m    
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 Indigenous Learning 

   Coolamon Indigenous Baby Set   
    137178   Boy 21cm  ...........................................................................    $129.95 

   Coolamon Indigenous Baby Set   
    137179   Girl 21cm  ...........................................................................    $129.95 

   Indigenous Bush Tucker Set 
      137070   Honey Ants & Coolamon  ........................................................    $24.95 

 

  A set of three fabric honey ants complete with small Coolamon. Ants are 5cm and 
the Coolamon 12 x 9 x 3cmH. An indigenous traditional food source where honey is 
sucked from the swollen ant’s abdomen taking care not to kill the ant.       

   Indigenous Bush Tucker Set 
     137071   Witchetty Grubs & Coolamon  ..................................................    $26.95 

 

  Set of three Witchetty Grubs complete with Coolamon. Grubs are 8cm, Coolamon 12 x 
9 x 3cmH. Indigenous traditional food source rich in protein and good fats and used in 
bush medicine to treat burns or wounds. Found in the roots of Witchetty bush.       

 ........................................................
  A set of three fabric honey ants complete with small Coolamon. Ants are 5cm and 
the Coolamon 12 x 9 x 3cmH. An indigenous traditional food source where honey is 
sucked from the swollen ant’s abdomen taking care not to kill the ant.       

   Natural Teak 
Desert Eggs 

  
   137072   12pcs  ...................................................................................    $49.95 

 

  Snakes, Crocodiles, Lizards, Echidnas, Platypuses and Emus all hatch out of eggs. 
This is a set of wooden (desert) eggs that allow children to use their imagination in 
play to create their own open-ended, loose parts play. A great sensory experience 
allowing children to hold and manipulate the eggs in their hands. Perfect for children 
exploring transporting schema as they are light and inviting. The eggs have multiple uses 
in curriculum from incorporating into maths, science, provocation and role play areas. 
Eggs range from 6 to 7cm.       

   Natural Mahogany 
Indigenous Tracking Set 

  

   137073   5pcs  .....................................................................................    $84.95 

 

  Aboriginal people have developed, through their hunter/gatherer lifestyle, exceptional 
tracking skills to hunt animals, identify and locate edible plants, as well as finding 
sources of water. Children are taught as soon as they can walk to track their mother 
and siblings footprints. Elders teach children how to recognise the patterns and shapes 
that represent the tracks of animals by drawing into the sand. Hand carved by artisans 
from a single piece of wood these tracking stamps can be used in a variety of ways to 
celebrate and teach the rich history of tracking in Australia. Each tracking plate is 13 
x 1cm.       

 The National Quality Standard (NQS) makes it essential for Early Childhood Education and Care (ECEC) services and educators 
to understand and help children learn about, the history, culture and contemporary lives of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 
people. Australian Aboriginals have eaten native animal and plant foods for an estimated 60,000 years. These Australian made 
products celebrate this cultural knowledge and traditions by allowing Educators to quickly incorporate traditional bush foods into 
their curriculum. 

Indigenous Learning

   Indigenous Resource Set   
    137073T   25pcs  .................................................................................................................................................................................................................  $174.95 

 
  This Indigenous resource set will make Australian Indigenous learning relevant, meaningful, engaging and fun. The 2 bush tucker sets, tracking set and 12 desert eggs will help you 
start the conversation about indigenous people, their culture and cultural diversity.   

   Coolamon Indigenous Baby Set   
   137179T   Boy & Girl 21cm  .................................................................... $249.95 

 

  Developed to educate children on how Aboriginal women would use the wooden 
Coolamon. Traditionally used as a dish to gather and hold food, a Coolamon can be 
used as a rocker for putting babies to sleep. This comprehensive set contains 2 x 25cm 
Coolamons, a boy & girl 21cm doll dressed in authentic indigenous designed clothing. 
Also features a felt replica Kangaroo skin, dilly bag, decorated fish for the girl & mini 
boomerang for the boy to play with. 
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   Indigenous Wooden Story Stones   
    137181   Hunting & Tracking  ................................................................    $89.95 
    137182   Gathering & Bush Foods  .........................................................    $89.95 

  Indigenous Wooden Story Stones 
  $89.95 

    137183   Country  ................................................................................    $89.95 
    137184   Mob & Ceremony  ..................................................................    $89.95 

   Felt, Wooden 
& Crochet Set 

  

    137180   Aboriginal Humpy, Camping & Fire 11pcs ..............................    $129.95 

 

  This indigenous themed display and play scape sets out to represent a traditional 
indigenous camp setting, comprising of a family, tent (humpy), hunting equipment, fire 
and food. This kit contains a representation of a shrubbery humpy (tent) often made 
from animal skins or shrubs. Hunting is represented with the inclusion of a spear which 
in children’s play can become a fishing line, walking stick or storytelling stick used to 
draw stories into sand. Fire is an essential element of every culture whether for cooking 
or warmth. Food choices include a bardie grub (witchetty grub) to show the bush tucker 
food that is eaten. The inclusion of a witchetty grub can extend into conversations about 
sustainability and food production. This is an extensive education set containing wooden 
figures, felt products, crochet materials and marine shell.   Size: 32cm Mat   Age: 3+ yrs 

   Pilbara Desert Sandscape 

      137185   35cm ....................................................................................    $54.95 

 

  A truly unique sensory product. This striking textural playscape depicts rocks and sand 
typically native to the Pilbara region in Western Australia. Made from sand taken from 
the outback and marbled onto wood to create this unique item. Perfect to use in displays 
or as a base for play provocation. Each piece is unique and the patterning will differ.       

   Natural Felt Bowls 

     136660   Indigenous Flag 3pcs ..................     $47.95 

 

  The felt bowls carry some of the more commonly 
used indigenous symbols with the name of the symbol 
embroidered on the bottom of each bowl. Supplied in 
the following sizes 13, 16 & 18cm.       

   How to Indigenise Your Early 
Childhood Setting 

  
   138520   24 pages  ..................................     $39.95 

 

  A comprehensive guide to making your centre culturally 
aware. For all teachers, early childhood carers and 
educators. Comprehensive resource that shows room by 
room how to make your service more culturally safe for 
Indigenous Australians.   Size: 210 x 297mm    

   Make Your Own Wooden Boomerang 
     138532   10pk  ........................................     $17.95 

 
  Decorate your own timber boomerang in traditional style.  
 Size: Approx. 24cmW    

    137184T   Set of 4  ............................................................................... $339.95 

 

  Designed by a local nyungar artist, these story stones are made of wood and engraved 
with indigenous symbols. Each set also contains a hand painted and sealed stone 
(by local Indigenous artist) and to assist in understanding each symbol, a fact sheet is 
included to explain the history of the story stones and the relative symbols represented 
in each set. Packaged in a handmade dilly bag for storage, each set contains between 
12 to 14 stones and they measure approx. 7 x 4.5cm. 
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 Indigenous Learning 

   Aboriginal Wooden 
Matching & Memory Game 

      137186   Noongar Seasons WA  ............................................................    $79.95 

 

  This set of 12 Noongar seasons has been created by indigenous artisans. It is a 
matching game by season (find the same colours not images) alternatively you can use 
as two different sets in your teaching resources. Visit our website for more information.       

   Felt Indigenous Symbol Set 

  
    136742   36pcs  .................................................................................    $149.95 

 

  These hand felted cards are intended as a fun way of becoming familiar with part of our 
indigenous culture and their symbols. For each symbol card there is a matching word 
card and another matching picture card in the same colour tone, making it easy for 
children to assimilate the meaning of each symbol. Can be used as a matching game 
by either theme or colour. Having 3 cards to match instead of traditional 2 increases 
challenge and memory use.   Size: 8cm cards    

   Felt Aboriginal Symbol Game 
     136744    ............................................................................................    $44.95 

 
  Introducing indigenous symbols to young children via play, will help engage them in the 
richness of our Australian culture. The felt mat measures 39cm and symbols are 4cm.      

   Indigenous Serpents & Ladders Game 

     132228    ................................................     $99.50 

 

  A classic game with an indigenous theme. Hand 
painted and supplied in a wooden storage tray. Four 
coloured wooden pieces and large wooden dice.  
 Size: 40 x 40 x 5cmH   Age: 3+ yrs 

   Aboriginal People Puzzles 

  
   132121   Set of 8  ...................................     $319.95 

 

  Set of 8 wooden puzzle pieces with special scratch 
resistant surface in a Pine storage tray. Features stunning 
photography taken in Australia. 12 pieces per puzzle.  
 Size: 38 x 28cm   Age: 3+ yrs 

   Aboriginal People Memory Game 

     132215    ................................................     $69.95 

 

  This memory game depicts different Aboriginal people 
in everyday settings. 16 matching wooden cards.  
 Size: 33 x 25cm   Age: 3+ yrs 

   Aboriginal Art Style Poster Kit 
     132214   Set of 8  .....................................     $59.95 

 
  8 Indigenous themed Aboriginal art posters. Beautifully 
illustrated and printed in Australia.   Size: 34 x 24cm    

   Aboriginal Resource Kit of Puzzles, Games & Posters 
     132216T    ....................................................................................................................................     $519.95 

 
  This comprehensive Aboriginal Resource Kit includes an Indigenous Serpents and Ladders game, Aboriginal People 
Memory Game, set of 8 Aboriginal people puzzles and a set of 8 Aboriginal themed art styled posters.       

   Indigenous Serpents and Ladders Puzzle Game 

      132231   29pcs  ..................................................................................     $99.95 

 

  Up to 4 children can assemble this huge, 24 piece puzzle on a table or on the floor, 
then play a fun game of serpents and ladders. In a colourful, hand-painted aboriginal art 
style, it comes with 4 wooden pieces and a large wooden dice. This great educational 
resource measures 60cm x 30cm x 6mm. Made in Australia.      Age: 3+ yrs 
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 Indigenous Learning  Indigenous Learning 

   Australiana Crochet Set 

  
   137074   Tiddalik The Frog & Nullabor Log  .............................................    $24.95 

 

  Tiddalik the Frog is a dreamtime story believed to represent the water-holding Frog from 
Central Australia which burrows underground during dry periods only to emerge during 
the wet, where it absorbs large amounts of water, breeds and feeds in preparation for 
the dry. During times of drought the Frogs were a source of water for the aboriginal 
people. There are various dreamtime stories about Tiddalik the Frog with slight variations. 
A combination of 100% cotton and wood collected from the Nullarbor creates this 
Indigenous story set. Tiddalik is approx. 10cm and the log 13 x 7 x 3cmH.      

   137075   Echidna, Puggle & Egg Life Cycle  ............................................    $42.95 

 

  Did you know that an Echidna is a monotreme?, meaning although it is a mammal, it 
also lays eggs. Only two species in the world are monotremes and both live in Australia; 
the Echidna and Platypus. To celebrate our unique wildlife, this is a life cycle set using 
100% organic cotton of the life stages of an Echidna. A fact sheet with educational notes 
is included. The Echidna is approx. 16cm.       

   137076   Kakadu Frog Life Cycle  ...........................................................    $65.95 

 

  Taking inspiration from Kakadu, this set has been created using 100% organic cotton 
and represents the life cycle of a Frog including its preferred breeding habitat of a lily 
pad. A fact sheet with educational notes is included. Lily pad is 22cm.       

    137077   Baby Australian Birds 6pk  .......................................................    $69.95 

 
  Assorted Australian baby birds. Crochet with 100% organic cotton. Each bird is approx. 
10cm.       

   137078   Gecko & Eggs Life Cycle Set  ...................................................    $32.95 

 

  A combination of 100% cotton and wooden eggs collected from near the Nullarbor, 
creates this reptile life cycle set. A fact sheet with educational notes is included. The 
Gecko is approx. 19cm and eggs are 3cm.       

    137133   Mini Beasts  ...........................................................................    $57.95 

 

  These 8 crazy critters are hiding in their leaf worried about their bright, odd, colours 
wondering if you will notice that they are a bit different. This crochet set has been 
created to evoke higher order thinking and conversation with children who are 
aware that there is something a bit different about these bugs.. but what is it?.  
 Size: Leaf 27 x 17cm    

    137133T   Classroom Set of 6  ................................................................................................................................................................................................ $279.95 

 
  A tremendous set of 6 Australian themed crochet sets. A great conversation starter or as additions to your indigenous creature areas. Observe the children’s conversations and how 
they interpret and extend on these learning resources.   
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 Indigenous Learning 

   Big Book   
   132261   Let’s Learn about Bush Tucker  ...................................................    $54.95 
      Size: 42 x 31cm.    

   Aboriginal Bush Tucker Puzzles 
     132216   Set of 8  ...............................................................................    $319.95 

 

  This Bush Tucker puzzle set is a great way to learn about the amazing variety of bush 
tucker that can be found in the Australian outback. Supplied in a wooden storage tray. 
12 pieces per puzzle.   Size: 34 x 24cm   Age: 3+ yrs 

   The Bush Tucker Game 
     132116    ............................................................................................    $99.95 

 

  If you land on an animal’s foot print, track it and advance forward to catch your bush 
tucker! Supplied in a wooden storage tray, game includes 4 coloured wooden pieces 
and 1 large wooden dice.   Size: 40 x 40 x 5cmH   Age: 3+ yrs 

   What Is Bush Tucker Game 

      132230    ............................................................................................    $89.95 

 

  First you have to find the matching pairs of food, then decide whether to place them in 
the ‘Bush Tucker’ box or the ‘Other Food’ box. Game includes 24 matching wooden 
cards (16 bush tucker and 8 other food) and 1 sorting box measuring 20 x 10 x 
10cmH.      Age: 3+ yrs 

   Indigenous Bush Tucker Set 
      137070   Honey Ants & Coolamon  ........................................................    $24.95 

 

  A set of three fabric honey ants complete with small Coolamon. Ants are 5cm and 
the Coolamon 12 x 9 x 3cmH. An indigenous traditional food source where honey is 
sucked from the swollen ant’s abdomen taking care not to kill the ant.       

   Indigenous Bush Tucker Set 

      137069   Noongar Wooden Witchetty Grubs & Coolamon      $34.95 

 

  Hand carved and hand painted by Noongar artists in Western Australia. Use the 
wooden grubs to go on a ‘Bardi’ hunt by hiding them in the base of plants to collect, or 
as a teaching tool extension to butterfly life cycles. Each grub measures 6 x 2 x 2cmH.  
 Size: Coolamon 11 x 11 x 3cmH    

   Indigenous Bush Tucker Resource Set 
      132230T    ..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................     $574.95 

 
  The essential Indigenous Bush Tucker Resource set contains the ever popular Let’s Learn about Bush Tucker Big Book, Set of 8 Aboriginal Bush Tucker Puzzles, Bush Tucker Game, What 
Is Bush Tucker Game and two Indigenous Bush Tucker pretend food sets.       

and 1 large wooden dice.   Size: 40 x 40 x 5cmH   Age: 3+ yrs 

 The National Quality Standard (NQS) makes it essential for Early Childhood Education and Care (ECEC) services and educators to understand and help 
children learn about, the history, culture and contemporary lives of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people. Australian Aboriginals have eaten native 
animal and plant foods for an estimated 60,000 years. These Australian made products celebrate this cultural knowledge and traditions by allowing 

Educators to quickly incorporate traditional bush foods into their curriculum. 
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 Indigenous Learning 

   Big Book   
    132341   Let’s Learn about The Dreamtime  ..     $54.95 

   Big Book   
    132342   Indigenous Sea Creatures  ...........     $54.95 

   Yarn About Series Book 

      138381   Let’s Compare  ............................     $27.95 

 

  An informative and entertaining book, comparing the 
way most Australians live today with how Aboriginal 
and Torres Strait Island people lived before European 
settlement. 22 pages.   Size: 210 x 295mm    

    138382   Tools & Weapons  .......................     $31.95 

 

  A great early reader & picture book. This book aims to 
provide detailed information on Indigenous tools and 
weapons and how they were used. Beautifully illustrated. 
38 pages.   Size: 210 x 295mm    

    138383   Didgeridoo  ................................     $27.95 

 

  An easy to read, rhyming picture book about the 
didgeridoo, complete with detailed introductory 
information for adults or teachers. 20 pages.  
 Size: 210 x 295mm    

   Indigenous Dreamtime Floor Puzzle Set 

      132225   Set of 6 (With Free Poster Kit)  ....     $249.95 

 

  This set of floor puzzles is the perfect resource to teach 
children about the Aboriginal Dreamtime. Each puzzle 
tells a visual story. This set includes 6 x 12 piece floor 
puzzles.   Size: 35 x 19cm   Age: 3+ yrs 

   Indigenous Dreamtime 
Book, Posters & Puzzles Set   

    132341T   13pcs  ...................................... $289.95 

 

  A wonderful educational set of puzzles, posters and a 
Big Book. Learn about Indigenous Dreamtime or Sea 
Creatures in an easy to read Big Book, while at the same 
time being captivated by vibrant illustrative posters and 
puzzles. The set contains a Big Book, 6 puzzles and 
accompanying 30.5 x 20.5cm posters. 

  

   Indigenous Sea Creatures Puzzles 

      132224   Set of 6 (With Free Poster Kit)  ....     $249.95 

 

  This puzzle set showcases some fascinating, Indigenous 
Australian sea life. This set includes 6 x 12 piece 
medium puzzles, all supplied in handmade wooden 
storage trays.   Size: 34 x 24cm   Age: 3+ yrs 

   Indigenous Sea Creatures 
Book, Posters & Puzzles Set   

    132342T   13pcs  ...................................... $289.95 

 

  A wonderful educational set of puzzles, posters and a 
Big Book. Learn about Indigenous Dreamtime or Sea 
Creatures in an easy to read Big Book, while at the 
same time being captivated by vibrant illustrative posters 
and puzzles. The set contains a Big Book, 6 puzzles and 
accompanying 30.5 x 20.5cm posters.   Age: 3+ yrs 
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 Indigenous Learning 

   Indigenous Culture Posters 
      138374   Set of 5  .................................................................................    $24.95 

 

  Set of 5, A4 laminated posters showing different aspects of Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander life and culture. Beautiful Aboriginal style illustrations of Australian birds and 
animals.       

   Aboriginal & Torres Strait Island Memory Cards 
      138380   26pk  ....................................................................................    $31.95 

 

  Supplied in a hand made Aboriginal fabric bag, these 26 laminated cards, featuring 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Island pictures can be paired cards for memory match or 
other games. Each card is 10 x 15cm.       

   Aboriginal Australian Animal 
Memory Cards 

     138359   32pk  ....................................................................................    $32.95 

 

  Supplied in a hand made Aboriginal fabric bag. Outstanding set of 32 hand drawn 
cards. This is different from other memory games, in that you match the Australian drawn 
animal with the Aboriginal traditional drawn animal. A great way for kids to appreciate 
Aboriginal culture. Each card is 14.5 x 10cm.     

   My First Indigenous Alphabet Book 

     138361    ............................................................................................    $27.95 

 

  An A to Z book with bright & colourful illustrations of Aboriginal & Torres Strait Islander 
culture. Each letter contains an informative sentence on each page. 27 pages. 
 Size: 210 x 295mm    

   Aboriginal Alphabet & Counting Cards Set 
     138364T   79pcs  ................................................................................................................................................................................................................     $114.95 

 
  Learn more about Aboriginal & Indigenous cultures, while developing numeracy and writing skills. Each item has bright and colourful illustrations. This value pack contains: Aboriginal 
Australian Animal Memory Cards - 32pk, My First Indigenous Alphabet Book, Indigenous ABC Alphabet Flash Cards - 26pcs & Aboriginal 1 to 20 Counting Cards.       

   Yarn About Series Book 
     138365   Aboriginal Symbols  ....................     $27.95 

 

  A great early reader/picture book. This book aims to 
explain what some of the symbols in Aboriginal paintings 
mean. 23 pages.  Size: 210 x 295mm   

   Aboriginal Symbols 

  
   138357   Cards 29pk  ...............................     $32.95 

 

  Supplied in a hand made Aboriginal fabric bag. 
Wonderfully illustrated set of matching cards where 
the children are asked to test their imagination to 
match the Aboriginal art symbol with the object.  
 Size: 10.5 x 15 cm    

   Aboriginal Symbols 
     138360   Set of 6 A3 Posters  .....................     $55.95 

 
  Each laminated poster includes the traditional symbols for 
a variety of things.       

   Aboriginal Symbols 

     138357T   Poster, Book & Cards Set  ..........     $104.95 

 

  A wonderful resource kit when teaching about Aboriginal 
& Indigenous cultures. This visual set contains: Aboriginal 
Symbols - Cards 29pk, Aboriginal Symbols - Set of 6 A3 
Posters & Aboriginal Symbols - Yarn About Series Book.       

   Indigenous ABC Alphabet Flash Cards 
     138362   26pcs  ..................................................................................     $32.95 

 

  Supplied in a hand made Aboriginal fabric bag, this fabulous range of Alphabet cards 
has several Aboriginal or Australiana pictures associated with the letter. Each laminated 
card measures 10 x 15cm.      

   Aboriginal 1 to 20 Counting Cards 
     138364   20pcs  ..................................................................................     $32.95 

 
  A5 size cards depicting images relevant to Aboriginal and Indigenous cultures. Each 
laminated card measures 21 x 14.5cm.      
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   Australian A3 Poster   
   138370   Indigenous Flags  ..............................................................................................................     $12.95 
   138371   Aboriginal Australia  .........................................................................................................     $12.95 
   138372   Indigenous People  ............................................................................................................     $12.95 
   138372T   Set of 3  ...........................................................................................................................     $36.95 

 
  Wonderful set of three A3 laminated posters containing images, definitions and photographs of Aboriginal & Indigenous 
cultures.       

   Tuzzles Aboriginal Cave Art Dominoes 
Game 

  
   132666    .................................................    $54.95 

 

  These large wooden dominoes have vibrant illustrations 
of Australian animals. In turn, match the animal pictures 
on your dominoes to those on the table and be first to 
be left with none. Each domino measures 9.5cm x 7cm 
and comes supplied in a calico bag. For 2 to 4 players.     
 Age: 3+ yrs 

   Tuzzles Aboriginal Cave Art Animal 
Match Game 

  

   132667    .................................................    $54.95 

 

  A versatile set of wooden pairing cards depicting 
Australian animals. Play memory match by turning 
all the cards face down and try to pick up pairs. Or, 
play a game of Fish and ask each other for pairs. In 
both games, children will learn patience, improve their 
memory and strengthen social interaction skills and pre-
reading skills. Each card measures 9.5cm x 7cm and 
comes supplied in a calico bag.      Age: 3+ yrs 

   Tuzzles Aboriginal Cave Art Lotto 
Game 

  

   132668    .................................................    $54.95 

 

  How about a game of Lotto?. This brightly coloured 
wooden game comes with 4 game boards, 24 image 
tiles and 24 word tiles for added play value. The word 
tiles are used to call out the names of the animals or 
alternatively, the image tiles may be used to boost 
children’s reading skills. The first child who happens to 
fill their game board first is the winner. A game for 2 to 4 
players.      Age: 3+ yrs 

   Tuzzles Aboriginal Cave Art Games   
   132668T   Set of 3  ....................................    $149.95 
         Age: 3+ yrs 

   Ernie Dances to the Didgeridoo   
    138325A   Book Only  .................................     $21.95 
   138325T   Book and CD .............................     $39.95 
   138325U   CD and 4 Book Set  ....................     $89.95 

 

  When Ernie goes to live in an Aboriginal community 
in northern Australia, the people, climate, plants and 
animals are all new to him. Here are his letters to Clive, 
Nicky, Rosie, Frank, Tessa and Celeste, describing the 
life he discovers with his new friends in their wild and 
beautiful land.       

   Walking with Seasons in Kakadu   
   138343A   Book Only  .................................     $21.95 
   138343T   Book and CD .............................     $39.95 
   138343U   CD and 4 Book Set  ....................     $89.95 

 

  This magnificent book invites us to closely observe 
the birds, plants and animals that inhabit the unique 
environment of Kakadu, through an understanding of the 
six Aboriginal seasons and their characteristics.       

   Tom Tom   
   138354A   Book Only  .................................     $21.95 
   138354T   Book and CD .............................     $39.95 
   138354U   CD and 4 Book Set  ....................     $89.95 

 

  Tom Tom is an engaging contemporary story that traces a 
day in the life of a small boy living in a typical Aboriginal 
community in the Top End of the Northern Territory.       

   Indigenous Story Book Pack   
   138354X   Set of 3  .....................................     $59.95 
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 Multicultural Books 

   Collecting Colours   
   138370A   Book Only  .................................     $21.95 
   138370T   Book and CD .............................     $39.95 
   138370U   CD and 4 Book Set  ....................     $89.95 

 

  Collecting Colour was inspired by author and illustrator 
Kylie Dunstan’s time spent as an Arts Officer at a 
community centre in Arnhem Land, Northern Territory.       

   Aboriginal Dreaming Stories 
     138372A   The Cocky/Crow & Hawk Book Only  .    $21.95 

 
  A traditional Dreamtime narrative. It tells the story of how 
the cockatoo, the crow and the hawk got their colours.       

   138373A   Luurnpa Magic Kingfisher Book  ...    $21.95 

 

  This is a traditional Dreaming narrative. It tells the story 
of Luurnpa, who saves the Kukatja people from dying of 
thirst by showing them his magic rock hole full of water.       

   138373T   2 Books & 1 CD  ........................    $59.95 

 
  Aboriginal Dreaming Stories set, containing The Cocky, The Crow & The Hawk Book and Luurnpa The Magical 
Kingfisher Book along with the narrative CD containing both stories read by Melodie Reynolds.   

   You and Me Murrawee   
   138321A   Book Only  .................................     $21.95 
   138321T   Book and CD .............................     $39.95 
   138321U   CD and 4 Book Set  ....................     $89.95 

 

  We walk this same Brown earth – you and me, Murrawee 
. . . ‘ In this lyrical, beautifully observed picture book, we 
see through the eyes of a young girl camping on the river 
with her family, life as it would have been two hundred 
years ago.       

   Dreamtime Kullilla Dreaming Stories Talking Book & CD   
    138350   Set 1  ..................................................................................     $79.95 

   Dreamtime Kullilla Dreaming Stories Talking Book & CD 

     138363   Set 2  .....................................................................................    $79.95 

 

  Dreamtime Kullilla Dreaming Stories - Both sets Include a CD of 5 Dreaming stories 
narrated by Aboriginal artist, educator and performer Michael Connolly. A booklet 
containing 5 stories, cultural information for Teachers. Teaching Activities and suggestions, 
5 copies of original artwork.       

   Multicultural Celebrations and Festivals 

     160554    ................................................     $34.95 

 

  This book is full of fun, practical ideas for supporting 
inclusive practice and introducing multicultural learning 
within an early years setting. An ideal companion to 
Faiths and their Festivals. 54 pages.   Size: 205 x 292mm    

   Faiths & their Festivals 

  
   160551    ................................................     $36.50 

 

  An aim of education is to recognise, value and promote 
a positive attitude to different cultures. This book is 
designed to help by giving background information to 
the faiths and celebrations in our multicultural society. 76 
pages.   Size: 205 x 292mm    
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   Where are you from?   
   132260    ................................................     $54.95 

   Let’s Learn about Bush Tucker   
   132261    ................................................     $54.95 

   Celebrations of the World   
   132262    ................................................     $54.95 

   My Family Likes Bush Tucker   
   132263    ................................................     $54.95 

   Let’s Learn about Children of the World   
   132303    ................................................     $54.95 

   Animals Around the Billabong   
   132286    ................................................     $54.95 

   Birds around the Billabong   
   132335    ................................................     $54.95 

   Let’s Learn about The Dreamtime   
    132341    ................................................     $54.95 

   Indigenous Sea Creatures   
    132342    ................................................     $54.95 

   Different Is Beautiful 
(With Teacher’s Notes)   

    132271    ................................................     $54.95 

   Torres Strait Islands   
   132333    ................................................     $54.95 

Big Books

BIG BOOKS
BUY ANY 

FOR

FOUR 
BIG BOOKS

$199.95
 This impressive Big Book range are all 

written, illustrated or photographed and 
printed in Australia. Size: 42 x 31cm. 
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 Multicultural Dramatic Play 

   Doll Clothes for 32cm Doll   
   137121   Indigenous Boy Clothes  ...........................................................    $39.95 
   137125   Indigenous Girl Clothes  ...........................................................    $39.95 
   137121T     Indigenous Baby Boy 32cm with Clothes  ...................................    $69.95 
   137125T     Indigenous Baby Girl 32cm with Clothes ...................................    $69.95 

 A contemporary range of mini Aboriginal dolls wearing vibrant Indigenous clothes designed in 
collaboration with a social enterprise helping disadvantaged women. Each colourful design has its 
own cultural meaning. Each doll is handmade and one of a kind, using a selection of materials typically 
tricot and cottons. Recycled poly fibre fill is used inside the doll’s. All sets contain a 16cm boy & girl, 
a perfect sized doll for little hands to play with. These doll’s can be used alongside Indigenous story 

books, cross cultural sessions, child led pretend play and as wonderful Indigenous displays. 

   Indigenous Doll 36cm   
   138500   Aboriginal Warrior  ................................................................    $75.95 
   138501   Aboriginal Elder Man  .............................................................    $75.95 
   138502   Aboriginal Elder Women .........................................................    $75.95 
   138503   Aboriginal Girl  ......................................................................    $75.95 
   138504   Torres Strait Islander Girl  .........................................................    $75.95 

   Felt Aboriginal Elder Hand Puppet 
     136743   35cm ........................................     $29.95 

 

  Children love puppets. This handmade puppet will 
allow you to involve the children in story telling. A great 
teaching aid about our indigenous culture.           137170A   Set of 2 Meeting Places  ..............     $59.95 

   Indigenous Boy & Girl Mini Dolls 16cm   
    137170   Set of 2 Bush Melon Black  ...........     $59.95 

   138504T   Set of 5  ...............................................................................    $349.95 

 

  Hand made and hand painted set of 5 dolls measuring 36cm. With necklace in 
indigenous colours, and traditional body art on face and wrists. Set includes: Aboriginal 
Warrior, Aboriginal Elder Man, Aboriginal Elder Women, Aboriginal Girl and Torres 
Strait Islander Girl.       

    137125U     Indigenous Baby Boy & Girl 32cm with Clothes Set ..................    $135.95 

 

  Quality vinyl dolls with a perfumed body, well articulated and anatomically correct. Can 
be washed and bathed and this set comes with a Boy and Girl outfit made from ethically 
sourced indigenous fabric suppliers.       
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 Multicultural Dramatic Play 

   Baby Doll 21cm   
   138441   Caucasian Boy  ..........................    $28.95 
   138442   Caucasian Girl  ..........................    $28.95 
   138443   African Boy  ...............................    $28.95 
   138444   African Girl  ...............................    $28.95 
   138445   Asian Boy  .................................    $28.95 
   138446   Asian Girl  .................................    $28.95 
   138446T   Set of 6 (3 Boys & 3 Girls)  ........    $159.95 

   Baby Doll 32cm   
   138454   Caucasian Boy  ..........................     $35.95 
   138455   Caucasian Girl  ..........................     $35.95 
   138456   African Boy  ...............................     $35.95 
   138457   African Girl  ...............................     $35.95 
   138458   Asian Boy  .................................     $35.95 
   138459   Asian Girl  .................................     $35.95 
   138459T   Set of 6 (3 Boys & 3 Girls)  ........     $199.95 

   Baby Dolls & Clothes 38cm   
   138452U   Set of 6 (3 Boys & 3 Girls)  ........    $399.95 

   Baby Dolls & Clothes 32cm   
   138459U   Set of 6 (3 Boys & 3 Girls)  ........     $299.95 

   Baby Doll 38cm   
   138447   Caucasian Boy  ..........................     $47.95 
   138448   Caucasian Girl  ..........................     $47.95 
   138449   African Boy  ...............................     $47.95 
   138450   African Girl  ...............................     $47.95 
   138451   Asian Boy  .................................     $47.95 
   138452   Asian Girl  .................................     $47.95 
   138452T   Set of 6 (3 Boys & 3 Girls)  ........     $269.95 

 These dolls have notably well-defined features to help identify the most representative races. They have a perfumed body. They 
are articulated and are anatomically correct. Made from Vinyl. They can be washed and bathed. 

Baby Dolls

   Baby Dolls & Clothes 21cm   
   138446U   Set of 6 (3 Boys & 3 Girls)  ........    $249.95 

32cm dolls & Clothes

38cm dolls & Clothes

21cm dolls & Clothes

   Doll Clothes for 21cm Doll   
    138495   Raincoat & Gumboots  .................     $17.95 
    138498   Winter Jacket Set  .......................     $17.95 
    138496   Blue Winter Pyjamas  ..................     $17.95 
    138499   Spring Flower Set  .......................     $17.95 
    138497   Autumn Denim Set  ......................     $17.95 
   138485   Underwear  ................................     $15.95 
   138485T   Set of 6 Outfits  ..........................     $99.95 
   Set of 6 outfits to suit the 21cm Doll range.         

   Doll Clothes for 32cm Doll   
    138490   Raincoat & Gumboots  .................     $19.95 
    138491   Stripy Leggings Winter Set  ..........     $19.95 
    138494   Navy Autumn Set  .......................     $19.95 
    138492   Purple Fleece Winter Set  .............     $19.95 
   138440   Underwear  ................................     $17.95 
    138493   Pink Winter Pyjamas  ...................     $19.95 
   138440T   Set of 6 Outfits  ........................     $109.95 
   Set of 6 outfits to suit the 32cm Doll range.       

   Doll Clothes for 38cm Doll   
    138481   Raincoat & Gumboots  .................     $23.95 
    138488   Winter Dress Set  ........................     $23.95 
    138489   Grey Spring Set  .........................     $23.95 
   138487   Sweatshirt & Trousers ..................     $23.95 
   138486   Underwear  ................................     $21.95 
   138479   T-Shirt & Overalls  .......................     $23.95 
   138487T   Set of 6 Outfits  ........................     $129.95 
   Set of 6 outfits to suit the 38cm Doll range.       
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 Multicultural Dramatic Play 

   The Happy Architect Village 

  
   124421   Multicultural People 42pcs  ...........    $99.95 

 

  Great for role playing and storytelling, the Village People 
represents the diversity of an Australian community. Made 
from high quality 2cm thick wood, the figures are screen 
printed for durability on both sides.   Size: 6 to 8cmH  
 Age: 12+ Mths 

   Wooden Blocks 

  

    124467   Our Multicultural Community 12pcs  .    $54.95 

 

  Mix and Match a range of men and women from a 
variety of ethnic backgrounds, to complete the design 
for 16 different occupations found in our community. 
These blocks are hours of fun while opening up 
conversations about who makes up our community. Also, 
great for motor skills by stacking the blocks in line to 
complete the artwork. Made from natural wood, the 
designs are heat transferred to ensure their longevity. 
 Size: 5 x 5 x 5cmH   Age: 12+ mths 

   Felt Large Multicultural 
Standing Dolls 36.5cm 

     136584   Set of 6  ...............................................................................    $299.95 

 
  A fantastic shelf decoration, adding real colour and texture to any playroom. The dolls 
have adorable wooden feet which make them free standing.       

   Cotton Ethnic Dolls 23cm 
     136754   Set of 6  ...............................................................................    $159.95 

 
  Fair Trade hand loom cotton dolls. Mexico, Japan, Ghana, Arabia, Sri Lanka and Kenya 
are the cultures featured in this beautifully made set of cotton dolls.       

   Bendable Doll Families 12cm   
   135462   Asian Set of 4  .............................     $16.95 
   135462A   African Set of 4  ..........................     $16.95 
   135462B   European Set of 4  .......................     $16.95 
    135462T   Set of 3 (12 Doll’s)  ......................     $46.95 

 

  A selection of families from around the world. Each figure 
has bendable legs, arms, and are self standing. Each 
family has 4 members.   Size: Adult Approx 12cm    

   Felt Native American Village Set 
     136622   9pcs  ...................................................................................    $174.95 

 

  Native Indian family of five, including a papoose (swaddled baby) living on the side 
of a river in their teepee, this play set reflects a traditional life style. The 26cm wooden 
canoe adds a wonderful element to the set. The felt river mat measures 67cm.       

   Felt Standing Dolls 19cm   
   136585   Caucasian - 4pcs  .....................................................................  $59.95 
   136586   African - 4pcs  ..........................................................................  $59.95 
   136587   Asian - 4pcs  ............................................................................  $59.95 
    136587T   Families Set of 3 (12 Doll’s)  .....................................................  $169.95 

  This gorgeous set of three family wool felt dolls make a lovely toy to play with, in a dolls 
house or on their own.   Size: 15cm to 19cmH 

 Multicultural Dramatic Play 
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 Multicultural Dramatic Play 

   Children & Shelters Of The World Set 

  
   124469T   33pcs  .....................................    $124.95 

 

  Comprising of the Children Of The World and Shelters 
Of The World sets, this massive 33 piece set, has 
role playing and storytelling sorted. Brightly coloured 
wooden blocks representing the different styles of homes 
and the people that live within from around the World.    
 Age: 2+ yrs 

 Imaginative play at its best! Explore the different cultures of the world with these wonderfully simple 
illustrations over the top of solid natural wood. 

   Children Of The World 

  

   124468   18pcs  .......................................     $44.95 

 

  Perfect for role playing and storytelling, these beautifully 
illustrated, brightly coloured, wooden people represent 
cultures from all over the World. Made up of 18 diverse 
cultures including African, Scottish, Indian and Russian 
to name only a few, these high quality figurines are a 
great aid for children to incorporate into their creative 
play whilst learn about different children from all over 
the World. Each figure is 2cm thick and approximately 
6cm in height. Heat transferred to ensure a long lasting 
quality.   Size: 6cm   Age: 12+ mths 

   130507   Indian 4pcs  ...............................     $16.95 

   130508   European 4pcs  ..........................     $16.95 

   130509   Japanese 4pcs  ...........................     $16.95 
   130511A   Caucasian 6pcs  .........................     $22.95 
   130512A   African 6pcs  ..............................     $22.95 

   130513T   8 Family Set 36pcs  ..................    $144.95 

 

  Great value set of 36 multicultural wooden people that 
portray a variety of different cultural backgrounds. This 
set is fantastic for use across a range of curriculum areas, 
they encourage imaginative play and promote inclusion 
and cultural diversity. Made from 24mm thick plantation 
grown rubber wood. Sizes range from 5.5cm to 9cm 
tall. Ages 3+ years.    

   Multicultural Wooden Family Set   
   130504   Arabic 4pcs  ..............................     $16.95 

   130505   African 4pcs  ..............................     $16.95 

   130506   Eskimo 4pcs  ..............................     $16.95 

   Shelters Of The World 

  

   124469   15pcs  .......................................     $89.95 

 

  15 beautifully illustrated, brightly coloured wooden 
blocks representing different styles of homes found 
around the World. They include Greece, Germany, 
South America and Russia to name a few. Measuring 
a generous 3cm thick, the designs are heat transferred 
onto the wood to ensure they will be as colourful for 
years to come. Largest block measures 13cm high, 
while the smallest is 5.5cm.  Size: 5.5 to 13cmH  
 Age: 2+ yrs 

 Imaginative play at its best! Explore the different cultures of the world with these wonderfully simple 
illustrations over the top of solid natural wood. 

 

  The Happy 
Architect 
Village 

     124422   Aboriginal People 6pcs  .........................................................     $18.95 

 

  The perfect tool to aid and encourage role playing while learning about Aboriginal 
culture. This chunky wooden set comprises of 6 members of an indigenous family.   Size: 
6 to 8cmH   Age: 12+ Mths 

 

  Wooden Australian 
Animals & Indigenous 
People Set 

     130528   13pcs  ....................................................................................     $39.95 

 
  Set of 10 animals & 3 people. Made from 24mm thick plantation grown Rubberwood.  Size: 
2.5 to 9cmH   Age: 3+ yrs 

  Children Of The World 
  124468   18pcs   $44.95 

  Shelters Of The World 
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 Indigenous & Multicultural Puzzles 

   Tuzzles Children Of The World Puzzles 
     149658   Set of 8  ...............................................................................    $139.95 

 

  This set of 8 puzzles each contains children from other nations all dressed in their native 
costumes. All puzzles come marked with the nationality of the child and is presented 
in a sturdy wooden box. Each puzzle has 6 pieces.   Size: 14 x 19.5cm   Age: 3+ yrs 

   Tuzzles Children Of The World Floor Puzzle 
     149689   20pcs  ...................................................................................    $89.95 

 
  Great classroom activity. This large floor puzzle depicts different nationalities of children 
from all over the world.   Size: 60 x 60cm   Age: 3+ yrs 

   Children Of The World Puzzles 
     132165   Set of 8  ...............................................................................    $319.95 

 

  These wonderful puzzles have been designed to teach early learners about children from 
different countries. Each puzzle has 12 pieces and features striking photographic images.  
 Size: 38 x 28cm   Age: 3+ yrs 

   Multicultural Families Puzzles 
     132123   Set of 8  ...............................................................................    $319.95 

 

  A set of wooden puzzle pieces with special scratch resistant surfaces, supplied in a Pine 
storage tray. Features stunning photography taken in Australia. 12 pieces per puzzle.  
 Size: 38 x 28cm   Age: 3+ yrs 

   Tuzzles Multicultural Meals Raised Puzzles 

  
   132903   Set of 4  ...........................................    $69.95 

 

  A set of four raised puzzles showing the diversity of food 
choices from around the world. This set of puzzles shows 
food from India, Italy, Mexico and Asia. The raised pieces 
make it easier for small fingers to place the puzzle pieces 
and the topic encourages multicultural awareness. Puzzle 
pieces are 7+7+8+8.   Size: 20 x 20cm   Age: 3+ yrs 

   Tuzzles International Food Plates Raised 
Puzzles 

     132707   Set of 4  ...........................................    $69.95 

 

  Set of 4 raised 10 piece puzzles, each depicting a different 
plate of food from around the world. Includes a Greek salad, 
Italian spaghetti and meatballs, roast chicken and vegetables 
and Chinese shrimp dish.   Size: 20 x 20cm   Age: 3+ yrs 

   Tuzzles Faces Of The World 

  
   149744   9pcs  ..........................................    $44.95 

 

  Learn about different cultures and ethnicity with this nine 
piece Tuzzles wooden jigsaw puzzle. Featuring raised 
pieces for easy manipulation, this puzzle is a great 
way to spark conversation about cultures or to discuss 
multiculturalism.   Size: 30 x 30cm   Age: 18+ mths 

   Celebration Puzzle 12pcs 
     132213   Chinese New Year  .....................     $44.95 

 
  A colourfully illustrated puzzle depicting the celebration 
of Chinese New Year.   Size: 33 x 24cm   Age: 3+ yrs 
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   Flag Puzzle   
    132204   Aboriginal 12pcs  ........................     $49.95 
   132205   Australian 12pcs  .........................     $49.95 
   132206   Torres Strait 12pcs  ......................     $49.95 
   132206T   Set of 3  ....................................     $129.95 

 

  Flag puzzles with 12 pieces each. Set of 3 includes 
Aboriginal, Australian and Torres Strait.   Size: 33 x 24cm  
 Age: 3+ yrs 

   Tuzzles Map of Australia Tray Puzzle 
     149677   7pcs  .........................................     $44.95 

 

  A great introduction to maps for children. Let them play, 
while teaching them the map of Australia.   Size: 30 x 
30cm   Age: 3+ yrs 

   Aboriginal Dreaming Story Puzzle   
    138391   Kangaroo Dreaming 9pcs  .................................    $24.95 
    138392   Emu Dreaming 9pcs  .........................................    $24.95 
    138393   Ga Ga The Kookaburra 9pcs  ............................    $24.95 
    138394   How The Willy Wagtail Came About 9pcs ..........    $24.95 
    138394T   Set of 4  ...........................................................  $89.95 

   Aboriginal Winanggaay Puzzle   
    138395   Bush Food 12pcs  .......................     $29.95 
    138396   Fish Billabong 12pcs  ..................     $29.95 
    138398   Rainbow Serpent 8pcs  ................     $29.95 
    138399   Turtle 7pcs  ................................     $29.95 
         Age: 4+ yrs 

    

  
    138399T   Set of 4  .................................... $109.95 

 

  Donna Hensen is a well known award winning 
Aboriginal Artist from Outback NSW. She has exhibited 
and conducted workshops in Australia, Europe and the 
UK, teaching and building appreciation for her cultural 
heritage. This series of wonderfully crafted puzzles will 
teach children about traditional cultures through their art 
and stories.   Size: 24 x 20cm   Age: 4+ yrs 

   Indigenous Art Water Animal Puzzles 
     132178   Set of 4 (With Free Poster Kit)  ................................................    $159.95 

 

  These four puzzles depict a selection of Australian water animals in an Aboriginal Art 
style. These 16 piece puzzles come supplied in hand-made wooden storage trays. This 
set includes a FREE poster pack.   Size: 34 x 34cm   Age: 3+ yrs 

   Indigenous Art Insect Puzzles 
     132179   Set of 4 (With Free Poster Kit)  ................................................    $159.95 

 

  These four puzzles depict a selection of Australian insects in an Aboriginal Art style. 
These 16 piece puzzles come supplied in hand-made wooden storage trays. This set 
includes a FREE poster pack.   Size: 34 x 34cm   Age: 3+ yrs 

 

  Develop attention, concentration and 
thinking skills such as recognising, memory, 
matching, sorting and problem solving with 
these wooden Aboriginal Dreaming Story 
puzzles. Wonderful designs and come 
with The Dreaming stories and activities.  
 Size: 20 x 20cm   Age: 4+ yrs 
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 Indigenous & Multicultural Puzzles 

   Aboriginal People Puzzles 
     132121   Set of 8  ...............................................................................    $319.95 

 

  Set of 8 wooden puzzle pieces with special scratch resistant surface in a Pine 
storage tray. Features stunning photography taken in Australia. 12 pieces per puzzle.  
 Size: 38 x 28cm   Age: 3+ yrs 

   Aboriginal Bush Tucker Puzzles 
     132216   Set of 8  ...............................................................................    $319.95 

 

  This Bush Tucker puzzle set is a great way to learn about the amazing variety of bush 
tucker that can be found in the Australian outback. Supplied in a wooden storage tray. 
12 pieces per puzzle.   Size: 34 x 24cm   Age: 3+ yrs 

   Aboriginal Art Style Puzzle   
   132232   How The Platypus Was Born 18pcs  ..........................................    $44.95 
   132233   How The Barramundi Got Spikes 18pcs  ....................................    $44.95 
   132234   How The Butterfly Was Born 18pcs  ..........................................    $44.95 
   132235   How The Kangaroo Got His Tail 18pcs  .....................................    $44.95 
   132235T   “HOW THE” Series Set of 4  ..................................................    $169.95 

 
  Aboriginal Art Style puzzles in a set of 4 with 18 pieces each. Designed with vibrant 
colours.   Size: 37 x 27cm   Age: 3+ yrs 

   Aboriginal Art Style Puzzle   
   132238   The Rainbow Serpent 18pcs  ....................................................    $44.95 
   132239   Wayamba The Turtle 18pcs  .....................................................    $44.95 
   132240   The Goanna And His Stripes 18pcs ..........................................    $44.95 
   132241   Dinewan The Emu 18pcs .........................................................    $44.95 
   132241T   Animal Series Set of 4  ..........................................................    $169.95 

 
  Aboriginal Art Style puzzles in a set of 4 with 18 pieces each. Designed with vibrant 
colours.   Size: 37 x 27cm   Age: 3+ yrs 

   Tuzzles Aboriginal Art Knob One Piece 
Puzzles 

     132664   Set of 4  .....................................     $59.95 

 

  One piece knob puzzles featuring beautifully illustrated 
Australian animals in an Aboriginal art design. Each 
puzzle has between 9 to 12 pieces.   Size: 15 x 15 x 
2.75cmH   Age: 18+ mths 

   Tuzzles Aboriginal Cave Paintings 
Knob Puzzle 

  
   132662   6pcs  .........................................     $35.95 

 

  These educational puzzles will challenge and delight 
young children for many years. The pegs make 
manipulation of the pieces easy for little hands as the 
children practice their fine motor co-ordination skills.  
 Size: 30 x 30 x 2.75cmH   Age: 18+ mths 

   Tuzzles Aboriginal Art Turtle Knob 
Puzzle 

     132663   8pcs  .........................................     $29.95 

 

  Ideal for beginners, this brilliantly vibrant Aboriginal Art 
Turtle Knob Puzzle features large knobs that make it easy 
for little hands. Great for cultural diversity.   Size: 20 x 30 
x 2.75cmH   Age: 18+ mths 
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   Tuzzles Aboriginal Art Australian 
Fauna Raised Puzzles 

  
    132702   Set of 4  .....................................     $69.95 

 

  Young children can now enjoy the beauty of Aboriginal 
art with this sturdy wooden puzzle set with raised pieces 
- great for little hands. Features great Australian animals 
as seen by the Aborigines including an Echidna (12pcs), 
Kangaroo (8pcs), Frill-necked Lizard (8pcs) and Lyrebird 
(8pcs).   Size: 20 x 20cm   Age: 3+ yrs 

  $69.95 
  Young children can now enjoy the beauty of Aboriginal 

   Tuzzles Aboriginal Art Table Puzzles 

     132703   Set of 4  .....................................     $59.95 

 

  Set of four table puzzles featuring colourful Aboriginal 
artwork. All puzzles are 9mm thick, laser cut in 6 pieces. 
Includes Frog, Fish, Turtle and Gecko.   Size: 20 x 20cm  
 Age: 3+ yrs 

   Tuzzles Aboriginal Art Puzzles 
     149679   Set of 4  .....................................     $59.95 

 

  Each puzzle depicts an individual image created using 
Aboriginal art. Puzzle pieces 7 + 10 + 4 + 7.   Size: 15 
x 15cm   Age: 3+ yrs 

   Tuzzles Aboriginal Art Tray Puzzles 
     149678   Set of 8  .................................................................................    $99.95 

 
  8 separate puzzles in a handy easy to carry tray, all depicting Aboriginal artwork. Each 
puzzle contains 6 pieces.   Size: 15 x 20cm   Age: 3+ yrs 

   Tuzzles Aboriginal Life Tray Puzzles 
     149681   Set of 4  .................................................................................    $69.95 

 
  Each puzzle illustrates a different scene within the Aboriginal culture. Each puzzle 
contains 9 pieces each.   Size: 20 x 20cm   Age: 3+ yrs 

   Tuzzles Aboriginal Animal Maze Tray Puzzle 
     149732   22pcs  ...................................................................................    $39.95 

 
  This 22 piece puzzle features Australian Aboriginal inspired artwork. The animals fit 
together to form a maze of colourful animals.   Size: 30 x 20cm   Age: 3+ yrs 

   Celebration Puzzle 12pcs 
     132210   Corroboree  ...........................................................................    $44.95 

 
  A wonderfully illustrated puzzle depicting an Aboriginal Corroboree celebration.   Size: 
33 x 24cm   Age: 3+ yrs 
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 Indigenous & Multicultural Puzzles  Indigenous & Multicultural Puzzles 

   Tuzzles Aboriginal Art Floor Puzzle   
   132989   Goanna 27pcs  ......................................................................    $89.95 
      Size: 60 x 60cm   Age: 3+ yrs 

   132986   Kangaroo 24pcs  ....................................................................    $99.95 
      Size: 120 x 60cm   Age: 3+ yrs 

   132987   Turtle 22pcs  ..........................................................................    $84.95 
      Size: 60 x 60cm   Age: 3+ yrs 

   132988   Snake 20pcs  .........................................................................    $99.95 
      Size: 90 x 60cm   Age: 3+ yrs 

   Tuzzles Aboriginal Art Serpent Alphabet Floor Puzzle 
     132665   26pcs  ...................................................................................................................................................................................................................    $99.95 

 
  Learn the alphabet with this Tuzzles giant wooden floor puzzle. Featuring an Australian Aboriginal inspired design. Tuzzles giant wooden floor puzzles promote communication and 
cooperation. Sturdy Tuzzles quality pieces mean that this puzzle will last.   Size: 120 x 15cm   Age: 3+ yrs 

   Tuzzles Aboriginal Art Mosaic Floor 
Puzzle 

  
   132704   22pcs  .......................................     $69.95 

 

  An all time favourite. A thrilling combination of colourful 
Aboriginal artwork, all finely cut to the shape of the 
animal depicted. See if you can name all the animals, 
as you find their place in the mosaic. A challenge for 
even the best puzzlers.   Size: 60 x 40cm   Age: 3+ yrs 

   132988T   Set of 4  ...............................................................................................................................................................................................................    $359.95 

 
  These bright and colourful Aboriginal Art Floor puzzles will make learning fun. Children will delight in their task as the puzzle takes shape. Floor Puzzles encourage group play, 
communication and interaction amongst children.      Age: 3+ yrs 

  Tuzzles Aboriginal Art Serpent Alphabet Floor Puzzle 

communication and interaction amongst children.      Age: 3+ yrs 
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